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Abstract
In online social networks, users may choose to keep a lot of important information in the private
domain. Users may choose to hide their location, gender, interests, and affiliations. With usage
of social networks and their penetration in our lives on the rise, privacy of such information is
an important concern. Now, Online social networks also exist in application ecosystems that
allow them to access data beyond their user space such as get access to phone contact lists
through mobile phone applications. We study the possibility of privacy leaks for these users
when their entire network and its links are analyzed. Important information which was meant
to be kept secret by some users can be discerned from their connections and the network. While
there is a strong emphasis on individual privacy, we analyze collective privacy of a set of users
and their corresponding mentions network. We discern information like location and biography
by profiling users based on their connections in the mentions network. We analyze the privacy
leaks on Twitter and also evaluate the predictability of information for a user by using only
information from the connections which joined Twitter before our user, hence create a complete
shadow profile.

Keywords: Privacy, Online Social Networks, Twitter, Shadow Profile, Disclosing Alters, Ego
Network
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2.

In online social networks, users may choose to keep a lot
of important information in the private domain. Users may
choose to hide their location, gender, interests, and affiliations. With usage of social networks and their penetration
in our lives on the rise, privacy of such information is an
important concern. Now, Online social networks also exist
in application ecosystems that allow them to access data beyond their user space such as get access to phone contact lists
through mobile phone applications. We study the possibility of privacy leaks for these users when their entire network
and its links are analyzed. Important information which
was meant to be kept secret by some users can be discerned
from their connections and the network. While there is a
strong emphasis on individual privacy, we analyze collective
privacy of a set of users and their corresponding mentions
network. We discern information like location and biography
by profiling users based on their connections in the mentions
network. We analyze the privacy leaks on Twitter and also
evaluate the predictability of information for a user by using
only information from the connections which joined Twitter
before our user, hence create a complete shadow profile.

In this research problem, we focus on analyzing collective
privacy in Online Social Networks. Our aim is to estimate
certain information about our sample users using their mentioned network. The research objective is to show that since
platforms like Twitter have access to contacts and email addresses books on our phones, users do not have full control
over their privacy. These friendship links can be used to
discern important information about users who have kept
it a secret or are not even on the network. Moreover we
study that how the predictive power increases with the increasing tendency of the user to share his contact details.
We specifically focus on location and biography information
using Partial shadow profiling and Full shadow profiling.

1.

MOTIVATION

Social platforms do not exist online in isolation and have
the capability to integrate and gather data from multiple
sources like mobile phone contact and email lists. This data
provides Twitter the capability to predict information about
links that do not exist online, i.e. predict information about
users that are not on the platform. Our results show that
strong Twitter interactions are manifestations of friendship
links that transcend Twitter as a social medium. Those
friendship links can also be observed in the phone books of
individuals, email contact lists, etc. When a new Twitter
user gives access to mobile phone or email address book
data, Twitter as a platform is able to identify these kinds of
friendship links. It is important to analyze Twitter data to
conclude that such predictions can be made.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than
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3.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

In this research problem, we focus on analyzing collective
privacy in Online Social Networks. In some networks, a user
can have privacy leaks due to the information shared by the
connections in the network. In this semester, we focus on
certain aspects like locations and analyze data from Twitter
users to prove our hypothesis and quantify the extent of privacy leaks. We use mentioned network which is the network
of the connections, which are mentioned by a particular user
on Twitter. Mentioned network forms a stronger link than
friends or followers network, because if a user mentions a
person multiple times it suggests a stronger relationship between them.
We focus on shadow profiling the sample users using the
neighbors in mentioned network.

3.1

Partial Shadow Profile

Given the inferred location of the seed set of users, we produce a feature vector with information extracted only from
the user neighborhood in the mentioned network. The experiment supports the hypothesis if the neighborhood data
improves a prediction of the user location, as compared to a
benchmark prediction not using the network data.

3.2

Full Shadow Profile

Given the location and time of creation of the seed set of
users, we build a feature vector with information from the
friends of the user with a creation date that precedes the
user account creation date. We formulate predictions using
this data only, testing if the digital traces around a user
before joining Twitter are predictive of its information. A
positive result is evidence of the plausibility to build shadow
profiles of location using Twitter data.

3.3

Disclosure Analysis

The Twitter API provides a source field for each tweet
that identifies the way the tweet was produced. Among these
sources we can find mobile phone applications for Android
and iPhone, allowing us to identify which users installed one
of this applications and highly likely shared their contact
lists with Twitter. We mark as disclosing alters all the alters
that produced at least one tweet with the source ”Twitter for
iPhone” or ”Twitter for Android”. We use these disclosing
alters only to predict the information of ego user.

4.

DATA COLLECTION

Data collection was a crucial step for our project. It was
essential to choose users which have characteristics of an
average socially active user on Twitter. It was imperative to
avoid users and accounts to likes of celebrities, micro blogs,
blogging or news platforms and inactive users on Twitter.
We started our data collection by producing a set of ego
users whose information will constitute the ground truth to
evaluate predictions. To generate an initial unbiased random sample of users, we applied the Random Digit Search
method: We generated random Twitter user ids in the range
between 1 and 30 Billion, looked them up through the Twitter REST API, and saved the basic user information of the
valid sampled users. To avoid celebrities and spammers, we
filtered out users with a ratio of followers to friends below
0.1 or above 10, as well as users with less than 50 friends or
followers. To have a homogeneous sample for biographical
data analysis, we included only users that have Enligsh as
the language of the Twitter account. This process generated
a set of 1, 017 ego users, which are the starting point of a
larger dataset including their social contacts and their activity in Twitter. We collect the timeline of tweets of each
ego user up to 3, 200 tweets. Based on those timelines, we
identify alter users as the ones that have been mentioned
at least four times by an ego user, following this way a set
of friendship links that capture communication and not just
followership or retweeting. Figure 1 shows our size of data
set with di↵erent values of threshold on X-axis.

longer existed or had been changed. Using regular expressions to find the mentioned network yielded us with only
13,116 users in mentioned network. This further bolsters
our observation that usernames are not the best way to collect data on Twitter.
To fix this problem, we extract mentioned user’s Twitter
user IDs from the Tweet’s data. In this way, we directly
get user ID for mentioned users. It is important to note
that users can change their usernames but not user IDs.
This makes sure that we do not miss out on users who have
changed their usernames. However, we still cannot get users
who have deactivated their accounts or have made it private.
We have 82 users in the mentioned network on an average
per ego. This is 98.12% retention of users as compared to
14.24% earlier using regular expressions.
We collected Tweets and User Bios for total 69,464 users
in the mentioned network as the rest were suspended from
twitter. In total we get 157, 408, 012 tweets from all our
users.

5.

LOCATION GROUND-TRUTH

We identify the location of users by combining geographical data of their tweets as well as their self-disclosed location
and biographical text.

5.1
5.1.1

Deriving Ground-truth
Location from Tweets

We have collected latest 3200 Tweets for our Ego, which
is limited by the Twitter API. We use these 3200 tweets
to filter out Geo-enabled Tweets. We get about 5.6 million
tweets which are GeoTagged. There is literature which says
that most frequent location from Geo-enabled Tweets can
tell us about the location of residence for that user. We
use the most frequent location information to build a location vector. We get City, State and Country from the
geo-enabled tweets. However, we noticed that these labels
also need to be standardized because Twitter and Google are
not following exactly same convention for US states. Twitter uses abbreviations to define states (eg. MA, NY, IN)
where as Google returns us full name (eg. Massachusetts,
New York, Indiana). Therefore, we use Google Geocoding
API to standardize them.

Figure 1: Size of dataset with mentions threshold
At first, we use regular expressions to look for mentions
in the texts of Tweets. We go through Tweets for each ego
and look for <user name> and add them to the mentioned
network. However, we found that 30% of the Twitter users
change their Twitter usernames every month. This left this
approach ine↵ective because while doing look-ups for users
in the mentioned networks, a lot of Twitter usernames no

Figure 2: No. of Geotagged Tweets with % of users

Source Level
Tweets City
Tweets State
Tweets Country
Bio City
Bio State
Bio Country
TextAnalysis City
TextAnalysis State
TextAnalysis Country

Number of users
20994
23168
24059
31158
37086
41769
4775
6039
7034

Percentage (%)
30.2
33.3
34.63
44.85
53.38
60.1
6.87
8.69
10.12

Table 1: Network distribution after standardization

5.1.2

Location from User Bio Location Data

Most users have location data available as part of their
bio on Twitter Profile. We use this value to create our second location vector. From our dataset we find that, User
Bio gives us the maximum amount of data, relatively compared to other two approaches. It is important to note that
the location from Bio is not normalized. That is, we found
locations like ”Seattle”, ”Washington”, ”California”, ”United
States”, ”Palo Alto”. These locations are not standardized
to city, state or country level.
Further our main task was to standardize this information
across all three sources. Example, ”State of Rio de Janeiro”
would be returned as ”Rio de Janeiro” in some cases. Names
of some places are returned in their native languages from
User Bio though we receive locations in English from Geotagged tweets.
Table 1 refers to the available information from di↵erent
sources for all 69,464 users.
Since User Text isn’t a reliable field as User might have
written about a location not corresponding to his/her residence. We give high priority to the location obtained from
Geotagged tweets of user as it is directly recorded by twitter.
We construct our ground-truth with the location obtained
from geotagged tweets for all 69,464 users. For those users
which we are unable to get any information, we use the location obtained from User Bio Field as ground-truth. We
get ground-truth in some form for 49,752 users either City
State Country, or State Country or only Country).

6.

PREDICTING LOCATIONS

Figure 3 shows the nodes and their links in our dataset.
The purpose of presenting it in such a way is for an idea of
how well our dataset represents the world map.

Our aim now is to estimate the coordinates of our ego
users using location coordinates and strings from their alters.
We map all the city, state and country strings to the coordinates of center of the city, state and county respectively. For
users where we have geo-tagged information available (from
tweets), we use coordinates from those tweets to make predictions. Using the coordinates of the alters, we find its
centroid to estimate the predicted location. We then find
haversine distance between the coordinates of the ego user
(from the ground truth) and the estimated centroid using
alters to find the prediction error. We also compare estimations with the null model - random prediction of locations
for users.
In the shadow profile problem, all alters that joined Twitter later are not used in the prediction of ego data, since
the information of these alters was not available to Twitter
before the ego created an account. Out of the alters that
joined Twitter before the ego user, only a subset of them
were disclosing alters, i.e. they shared their contact lists
with Twitter, for example through the mobile phone app.
The shadow profile problem in Twitter is to generate predictions of the location and biographical vectors of ego users
based only on the information of their disclosing alters who
joined Twitter before. This way, we go over the history of
Twitter and evaluate predictions only based on data that
was available before the ego user joined.

6.2

Plain Inference (Full disclosure)

We take all of our disclosing alters to make plain inferences. We consider only those disclosing alters who have
created the twitter account before ego user. Hence, we do
shadow profile analysis. We identify 54,658 disclosing users,
which amount to more than 78% of the users in our dataset.

6.2.1

Country level inference

We consider only those ego users for which we have non
NULL ground truth for Country. We filter its alters ( for full
shadow profile, taking only those alters which predate the
ego for account creation). We build a dictionary of Countries from the filtered alters and find out the most frequent
Country. We take the coordinates of those alters belonging to most frequent country and compute its centroid. We
calculate haversine distance between predicted centroid and
ego user’s coordinates which forms our distance error.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 depicts the distribution of error for
di↵erent intervals across Ego Users in case of Partial Shadow
and Full shadow profile respectively. We can observe the
skewness of Graph and the increase in error values due to a
few number of wrong matches with huge distance error.

6.2.2

State level inference

For this part, we compute the most frequent Country and
subsequently the most frequent State from that Country
amongst the filtered alters. We proceed in a similar way
as of Country level inference and compute the haversine distance error.

6.2.3
Figure 3: Nodes and their links

6.1

Inference of Location

City level inference

We first compute the most frequent Country, its most frequent State and subsequently the most frequent City amongst
filtered alters. We compute centroid from the coordinates of
all those alters belonging to that particular City and thus
we calculate haversine distance error.

Level
Country
State
City

Predictive Model
346.152266627
78.3117068829
68.7406433205

Null model (%)
6529.39483658
7086.25769575
6018.00269664

Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Table 2: Error distance in Disclosure analysis
Table 2 represents the distance error values for all the
3 levels when we take only the disclosing alters to predict
user’s location.

Predictive Model
374.420604831
359.918620836
362.885593523
338.059525904
332.584345649
328.834711154
335.007392016
321.095312977
321.473190388
324.455280793

Null model (%)
8675.49720541
9150.15699213
8845.89537804
8887.91426332
9014.32890207
8991.53604937
8706.81136708
8957.41075753
8936.16951151
9150.15699213

Table 3: Country level: Partial Shadow prediction
Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
428.367179688
402.88614267
397.49003342
401.740535318
388.135662063
392.396876405
377.745338802
373.414098451
370.633382855
364.974795073

Null model (%)
8479.64248666
8534.05145029
8556.46601886
8627.08646896
8685.21826112
8654.2276836
8706.81136708
8686.04452573
8678.34828286
8731.63530998

Table 4: Country level: Full Shadow prediction
Figure 4: Partial Shadow Distance error PDF
analysis. According to online statistics, 84% of the Twitter
users in USA have installed the mobile application. Our
results of varying probabilities have been summarized in the
tables. We test this for both partial and full shadow profile
problem for all levels of inference ie. Country, State and
City. From Table 8, we can observe that we can predict
a user’s location within range of approx 70 km. When we
consider all disclosing alters (Table 2), we can predict user’s
location within range of 68.7 km.

7.

USER BIOGRAPHY ANALYSIS

We processed the biographical text provided by each user
in the dataset by removing stop words that appear in the
NLTK stopword list and stemming its tokens with Porter
stemming algorithm. For our analysis, we consider only
those users which have 3 or more tokens in their biographical text after this step (49, 576 alters and 676 ego users).
Figure 5: Full Shadow Distance error PDF

6.3

Probability of disclosure

To make a stronger care for an actual scenario, we use
the fact that all Twitter users do not have Twitter mobile
application installed or haven’t provided the access to their
contacts. We now make predictions of locations, given that
there is a probability that the user will share his/her data.
Let the probability that a user has given access to his/her
contact lists using mobile application be p. We make predictions for a set of 10 values of p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 ,1.
For each alter, we toss a biased coin with probability p,
which decides whether alter gets to be a part of predictive

Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
82.1337343501
72.5775892173
59.3073280278
58.9733204741
58.3854870669
57.6254419116
55.595975179
56.1069565471
57.886016023
58.6389210938

Null model (%)
7507.90144246
7136.4842119
6952.41137739
6860.626718
6764.93996541
6730.49545118
6665.12337315
6622.46418224
6446.40476013
6358.30605045

Table 5: State level: Partial Shadow prediction

Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
141.307129455
109.360336945
100.040877467
94.7166605991
91.8589978268
86.1916765922
84.5248948657
80.9520457916
79.2770517213
79.1259097853

Null model (%)
8225.72661704
7942.71363329
7700.70470886
7538.51911121
7452.92122911
7248.77553374
7112.94431675
7001.52780962
6973.85888265
6950.96378844

Probability
Disclosing Alters
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
-0.00053630
0.0318772470993
0.0629949793596
0.0581357197619
0.0784025718894
0.0875747233653
0.0845588832863
0.0941952015142
0.0973570698034
0.0973570698034
0.0977754402508

Null model (%)
0.01105
0.0440127378718
0.0380511589654
0.0341136311818
0.0320190520263
0.0325317377009
0.0364579706874
0.0310990528425
0.0267594865972
0.0291921536986
0.0290140888765

Table 9:
Cosine Similarity for PCA reduced
Doc2Vec model

Table 6: State level: Full Shadow prediction

Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
118.058565072
53.5087446319
32.7715258594
34.4373295358
27.0776608062
28.5314554489
22.1377930533
26.5011688108
21.9604406606
21.3762347314

Null model (%)
8236.66448316
8182.6135401
8040.27344939
7886.08801165
7820.6786093
7771.24140544
7695.06856303
7600.64845445
7602.24567676
7555.02183342

Figure 6 shows the distribution of users with Bio Length as
threshold. Over these texts, we applied a 100-dimensional
Doc2Vec model trained on a separate corpus of 1.7 Million
bigraphical texts. We chose a dimensionality of 100 to follow
previous applications of similar models. To further reduce
the dimensionality of the dataset, we applied Principal Component Analysis and took the two most informative components as a quantification of the content in biographical texts.
As a result, we count with a 2-dimensional biographical vector for each user such that semantically similar texts will
have similar orientations of their vector representations and
dissimilar texts will be pointing in very di↵erent directions.

Table 7: City level: Partial Shadow prediction

Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
207.982222527
171.222127931
141.190672125
116.238373554
102.478991583
91.0350877514
76.9057592466
71.7183223634
72.2655441825
72.2655441825

Null model (%)
8322.26165468
8271.0645249
8246.20880901
8231.30399556
8180.88639258
8190.53588456
8130.99757448
8089.02411133
8021.93613523
8007.42668538

Table 8: City level: Full Shadow prediction

Figure 6: Length of Bio with % of users
We study the prediction scenario of the two dimensions
of the biography model in a similar way as for location,
averaging over the alters of each ego user and using that
estimate as a predictor.

8.

CONCLUSION

Our work shows that the data shared by Twitter users is
predictive of personal information of individuals that are not
users. We produced a dataset of the ego network of more
than 1000 users, retrieving their timelines and timelines of
their alters for a total of more than 150 Million tweets. Detecting users that use a mobile phone app, we could identify
which users share their contact lists. We found that the data

Probability
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Predictive Model
0.0123739033033
0.028970169867
0.0348204066116
0.0334346104169
0.0281538720311
0.0396279645256
0.0234758549496
0.0283750089827
0.0234758549496
0.0304848351098

Null model (%)
0.00230223042924
-0.00131944781941
-0.0058665320625
0.00291010150632
0.00427861770445
-0.00170783055755
-0.00345454654862
-0.00219296839105
-0.00631900737311
-0.00101945109301

Table 10: Cosine Similarity for 5 dimension Doc2Vec
model
shared by those users is informative in the prediction of location and approximates the biographical text of individuals
that had not joined Twitter. Furthermore, we found that
users with more friends tend to have more accurate shadow
profiles.

9.

CHALLENGES FACED

Our primary challenge was to collect data from Twitter
efficiently. Since twitter API has several limits on number
of requests per access token, it took a lot of time and access
tokens from di↵erent users to collect data for the mentioned
network (69,464 users). At first we used regular expressions to find the mentioned usernames of alters in ego users
Tweets. But the mentioned network collected through this
process had only 13,116 users. This was due to the fact that
a lot of users change their usernames within a course of time.
We again collected our mentioned network using the mentioned users field in twitter status which provides the id’s
of users mentioned in a tweet. Size of our new mentioned
network expanded to 69,464.
Twitter API allows only 3200 maximum tweets to be requested from an user’s timeline. Apart from the limitations
of API, we faced the issue of having the same location mentioned in user’s bio in di↵erent formats. Twitter Geolocation
field return abbreviated names for States like TX for Texas
whereas it might be possible that a user has mentioned Texas
in his bio which should return a match during hard comparison. To standardize all the locations to a base format, we
used Google Maps Geocoding API.
Furthermore, Google API isn’t consistent with the location string it returns. ”State of Rio de Janeiro” is returned as
”Rio de Janeiro” at some places amongst many other examples. This lead to significant amount of manual inspection
of data fields and omission along with editing certain inconsistent data.

10.

TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES USED

We primarily worked on Python in our project. For data
collection, we used Tweepy T witterAP IM odulef orP ython
and Selenium. We stored all our data in JSON file format. For analysis we used Python libraries like NumPy,
MatPlotLib etc.
For the standardization of Locations, we used Google Maps
Geocoding API. For topic Modeling, we used NLTK in Python
to preprocess our data and Gensim to train our LDA, LSI
and Doc2Vec models.

For the network visualizations, we used ”igraph”, ”maps”
and ”geosphere” packages in R to visualize our data. Plot.ly
and other plotting libraries were also extensively used to
visualize many intermediate results.

11.
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